
Frequently Asked Questions: JazzCash via ABL Branches 
 
1. Does a customer need to register with ABL to avail JazzCash services from 

ABL branches?  

No, there is no requirement for the sender or receiver (JazzCash Customer) to be registered 

with ABL. 
 

2. Does the remitter or beneficiary need to be a Jazz or ABL customer? 

Any person having valid CNIC can perform a JazzCash transaction after biometric 

verification.  

3. What information is required from the remitter for initiating a JazzCash sending 

transaction at an ABL branch? 

Remitter is required to specify sender’s and beneficiary CNIC, Mobile numbers and 

Amount for initiating a JazzCash sending transaction along with his/her Original valid 

CNIC. 

4. What is required from the beneficiary at the time of Collection at an ABL branch? 

Beneficiary will be required to visit ABL branch in-person and must provide ABL branch 

teller with Transaction ID, Mobile number and CNIC number. 

5. How long the receiver does have to wait after the Sender sends the money? 

JazzCash sending or receiving is done instantly. Beneficiary/Receiver can receive the funds 

instantly at ABL branch or at any JazzCash agent the moment funds sending transaction is 

processed. 
 

6. What will be the process if the receiving customer forgets or doesn’t know the 

Transaction ID (TID)? 

The transaction ID is sent to the sender and the receiver through SMS notification. 

Additionally, if the customer has forgotten his transaction ID, he may obtain it by calling 

JazzCash helpline 051-111-124-444. 

7. Is there any limit on the amount of transaction for customers? 

The monthly limit for sending and receiving is Rs.50,000/- These limits will apply 

separately to when a customer is sending money as well as when a customer is receiving 

money through a money transfer transaction. However there is no limit on the number of 

transactions per month.  

 

8. Is there any fee charged by ABL to Beneficiary for JazzCash Collection? 

No. There is no fee charged to beneficiary for receiving funds. 

  



 

9. What if Transaction ID is not known to Beneficiary? 

Beneficiary will ask Sender (Remitter) to confirm back or seek help from JazzCash 

Helpline. 
 

10. What is the validity period of transaction for collection? 

Transaction remains valid for collection up to 180days. For further help, beneficiary 

should contact JazzCash Helpline 051- 111-124-444. 

 

11. What if Sender (Remitter) approaches ABL branch and demands for cancellation of 

transaction? 

Sender (Remitter) will be required to contact JazzCash Helpline to seek any help or request 

for reversal of transactions. Upon having confirmation from JazzCash helpline for reversal 

the Sender will approach the ABL branch on next working day from where the transaction 

was originated to receive refund. 

 

12. How much time does it take to make the reversal transaction available in ABL 

branch for collection by the Sender (Remitter)? 

 

 One working day is required to make the reversal transaction available to sending branch 

(from where it was initiated) for the collection by the Sender (Remitter). 


